RulesManager Studio
Breathe new life into your Maximo System!
Reenergize your Maximo development efforts.
Take Maximo to the next level!
TRM RulesManager Studio is a suite of capabilities
designed to enhance all aspects of your Maximo lifecycle.

CORE FUNCTIONS INCLUDE:
RulesManager
Rules engine, with capabilities well beyond auto
scripting, that gives you complete control to
develop custom Maximo functionality.
You’ll have all the power of Maximo at your
fingertips — in an intuitive, menu-driven,
drag-and-drop, content assisted,
integrated development environment.

MaxAssist
Accelerate user adoption with
step-by-step training content embedded
directly into Maximo screens.

MaxPerform
Test automation designed specifically for
Maximo. Test, monitor, visualize, understand
and improve Maximo performance,
end-user experience, and your business.

BENEFITS
• Dramatically reduce time and costs
for development, deployment,
testing, support and upgrades
• Easy upgrades, integrations,
monitoring, and testing
• Full visibility of your entire
Maximo system from configuration
to performance
• Satisfy business requirements
across sites, organizations and
groups in a single platform
• Preserves base code of Maximo
for risk-free version upgrades

FEATURES
Extended Functionality
Extend any core Maximo functionality without the
need for clone applications, complex configurations
or custom java.
Custom Applications
Easily create custom business logic that seamlessly
integrates custom applications within Maximo.
Scripted Actions
Create context sensitive actions and value-lists simply
by clicking on the Maximo screen and menus from the
Studio Editor.
Screen Configuration
Have screens hide/unhide, change color, create unique
tab order and change business logic based on user,
group, process and even time of day without the need
for cloned applications.
Migration Engine
Migrate data from any system or spreadsheet with
full data integrity and in less than half the time of using
a MIF.
Interface Control
Create and manage custom MIF integrations without
the need for custom Java.
Event Monitoring
Monitor and analyze Maximo events anywhere from the
MBO to the process level to help enhance performance
of your system.

Requirements Traceability
Track requirements from origination to deployment
and create basic documentation. Fully integrates with
external task management systems such as Rational,
Trac JIRA, and Bugzilla.
API Access
Seamlessly bridge external systems, web pages
or even FTP sites for real-time data and value-lists.
Supports XML web services, HTTP, FTP, JDBC,
directory services, source file version control, etc.
Real-time Debugging
Real-time step by step debugging of business rules.
Source Control
Fully integrates with most source control systems
and can provide a fully configured subversion (SVN)
system if needed.
Multi-Environment Management
Access entire environment, manage and promote
environments ad clusters, and compare ad contract
environment configurations for troubleshooting
and/or documentation.
Performance Testing
Perform system load testing in 3 easy steps.
Tutorials and Training
Use pre-loaded templates or create custom tutorials
that take users through the application process.
Can be turned on/off as needed.

Total Resource Management, Inc (TRM) is the leader in innovative Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) solutions that improve asset and business
performance. We provide leadership and guidance to our customers in EAM best practices and technologies and help reinvent their maintenance
programs using IBM Maximo along with predictive and cognitive analytics. Our solutions and implementation approaches are based upon nearly
30 years of experience and provide a path to operational excellence at the lowest cost and risk. They maximize asset performance, reliability,
and most importantly return on investment.
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